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Enzyme Therapy
Danné enzyme treatments work with the skin where cosmetic facial
treatments only act on the surface of the skin.
Enzymes work on skin functioning, increase blood flow and bring fresh
supply of nutrients and oxygen that is essential for tissue health and repair.
The lymphatic system is enhanced acting like an internal sprinkler flushing
fresh fluid into the cells and cellular spaces while cleaning out debris and
gases. Enzyme 1 strengthens the structural integrity and rebalances the skin
encouraging proper skin functioning and a healthy environment for cells to
live and thrive in.
If we think of the skin like a factory and it is not functioning properly the
product it produces will be weak and of poor quality, the product in this
case is the skin you see. The skin is a mirror of what is happening
internally.
The enzyme treatments stimulate fresh blood flow to the new tissue
bringing vital nutrients and supreme oxygenation. Think of the skin as a
factory, the better that factory is functioning the better the product it
produces which is the skin you see on the top.
Peeling alone does not produce a stronger healthier more youthful skin.
Removing all the old damaged skin, strengthening and repairing the new
skin coming through, protecting it and maintaining good skin functioning is
the key to long term healthier younger looking skin.
Enzyme treatments work with the skin not merely act on it. This enzymatic
combination consumes dead cell material cleans out debris and gases in the
cells, exercise facial muscles and firms the skin. It opens up the vascular
system bringing new oxygen to the skin cells and encouraging the formation
of new elastin and collagen. Danné enzyme treatments tighten, tone and
firm the skin.
To finish after the masque is removed we do a TRANSDERMAL NUTRITION
INFUSION with our unique transdermal delivered products. Vitamin C serum,
Betagel, Biogen C crème (the wrinkle relaxer) and fine line crème around
the eye.
We can effectively deliver into a cellular level a rich blend of herbal lipids,
proteins, amino acids, vitamins, anti-oxidants and nutrients enabling cells to
stay alive longer and perform at their healthiest youngest level.
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We then lock all these wonderful ingredients in with hydrophilic crème,
which also supremely hydrates the skin by holding maximum amounts of
water in the epidermis.
Danné treatments work with the skin rather than merely acting on it.
Our transdermal delivery ensures we get the active ingredients to the target
area where they can have a therapeutic effect and keep optimal skin
functioning. You can have all the most wonderful active ingredients but
without an effective delivery system they are just sitting on the top not
really supplying new baby cells with any real benefit.
With Danné skin therapy the opportunity for youthful healthy skin has never
been better!

Enzyme application

WHO CAN HAVE THIS TREATMENT – Everyone can benefit.
BENEFITS – How the skin will look after a treatment
AMAZING!
Firmer and tighter
Cleaner and fresher
Plump and more supple
Clearer and brighter
Fine lines and wrinkles will be reduced

SEE AND FEEL THE DIFFERENCE!
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